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Date: 06 August,2019

Officq MemorarJ4qm

Subiect Regarding organization of Hindi Day / Week/ Fortnight/ Month
2019

Please refer

to the

Department

-

of Qfficial Language OM

No.1/14034/2/87-OL [A-1J dated 21..04.L987 regarding organizing of Hindi
Day/Week/ Fortnight/ Month. It is well recognised that Hindi has played an
important role in the building of our nation. When the Constituent Assembly
adopted Hindi as the Official Language on 1.4 September 1949, its
constitutional and administrative role increased manifold. To commemorate
this day, the Government of India celebrates the 14fr' of September every year
as 'Hindi Day'.

2.

Today, Hindi is becoming increasingly important as an official language,
Iink language and world language. Over a period, the use of Hindi in the
Central Government offices has grown. In this context, it is to be noted that as
per Rule t2 ofthe Qfficial Languages Rules , !976, it is the responsibility of the
Heads of all Central Governrnent offices to ensure compliance of the Official
Languages Act, Rules and instructions issued by the Department of Official
Language from time to time,

3.

In the light of the above, all Ministries/Departments are requested to
organize Hindi Day/ Week/ Fortnight/ Month-2019 with the obiect of
creating an encouraging environment for propagating and promoting the use
of Hindi language. The celebratory programmes may be planned so that
"Hindi Day" (L4 September) is covered during the period. Programmes which
encourage and enable officers and employees to use Hindi language may be
organized during this period. Besides, the focus of the programme should be
on promoting original works in Hindi such as noting, drafting,
correspondence and formats.

4.

All MinistriesfDepartments may give special emphasis to the use of
simple Hindi on the occasion of Hindi Day/ Week/ Fortnight/ Month-2019.
Hindi used in official work should be simple and easily understood by the
general public. The use of easy and simple Hindi should be especially
encouraged in the various Hindi competitions such as Essay writing, Speech,
etc. conducted during the 'Hindi Day' celebration. During this period, short
training programmes/ sessions should also be organized in offices for
promoting the use of easy and simple Hindi which can be easily understood
by the general public. Employees may also be given prizes for making use of
technical tools for Hindi such as 'Kantastha', 'Mobile Apps', etc.

5. Ministries/Departments may also issue necessary instructions to their
subordinate offices, undertakings, banks and financial institutions etc. for
effective and extensive promotion and propagation of Hindi. The action taken
in this regard may kindly be intimated to the Department of Official Language.

o^-gLr*t f,-i
(Anuradha Mitra)
Secretary foffi cial Language)
The Secretaries,

All Ministries/Departments of the Government of India

